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RE:New Update 
Or: Where We've Managed to Get To  

 The project, by and large, is a big ask for such a timeline, and given the other commitments that 

need to be prioritised, I will most likely need to scale back a bit, particularly from this point forward, in 

order to give proper focus to my final masters’ project.  That said, this has been an amazing opportunity 

so far to incorporate new project organisation standards and has given me a few dedicated hours a 

week to spend on a project that is near and dear to me. 

Tools 
The toolset has not changed.  I am still using primarily Microsoft Word to enact the writing and Trello for 

organisation.  I have expanded my usage of Trello to possibly corral some ideas for later. 

Progress on Goals 
Original goals were as such: 

 A concrete outline for the full two-part story. 

 *Main Goal* A robust and largely complete manuscript for the first half of the events occurring 

before The Fall. 

 *Stretch Goal* A work-in-progress of the second half of the events occurring before The Fall. 

To date I have a full outline for the events leading up to The Fall (the first part of the overall narrative 

and half of the original goal).  However, given the nature of writing, I’ve attempted to expand upon 

events, making the Trello outline out of date.  I may try and compound the narrative later. 

Progress on Specific Deadlines 
 Revised outline of the events before The Fall is completed 

 Chapters 1-8 are complete, a bit behind schedule of projected deadlines, and quite a bit 

different from the original plan 

Given the slight discrepancy in timeline, the original schedule stands.  

That said, reactive response editing cannot occur without responses, therefore a PDF of finished 

chapters shall be available at: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzrkSxwnXX1_WmNSWE5RbEwtRUE/view?usp=sharing 


